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Second-Harmonic Generation from Magnetic Metamaterials
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We observe second-harmonic generation from metamaterials composed of split-ring resonators excited at 1.5-micrometer wavelength. Much larger signals are detected when magnetic-dipole resonances are excited, as compared with purely electric-dipole resonances. The experiments are consistent with calculations based on the magnetic component of the Lorentz force exerted on metal electrons—an intrinsic second-harmonic generation mechanism that plays no role in natural materials. This unusual mechanism becomes relevant in our work as a result of the enhancement and the orientation of the local magnetic fields associated with the magnetic-dipole resonances of the split-ring resonators.

The concept of metamaterials has changed the spirit of optics and photonics. Researchers no longer just study the rich variety of materials provided by nature but have rather become creative designers who tailor optical properties at will, leading to qualitatively new and unprecedented behavior (1-11). The key is the nanofabrication of metallic subwavelength-scale functional building blocks, photonic atoms, which are densely packed into an effective material. To a large extent, this emerging field has been stimulated by the 1999 theoretical work of John Pendry’s group (1), which made two distinct predictions: (i) They proposed split-ring resonators as photonic atoms that could lead to magnetism at optical frequencies—a prerequisite for negative-index metamaterials. (ii) Furthermore, they predicted that enhanced and novel nonlinear-optical properties could arise from such metamaterials. Although aspect (i) has attracted substantial attention from both experiment (3-7, 12, 13) and theory (14-16) in recent years, aspect (ii) has not, to the best of our knowledge. Experiments have not been reported, nor has a complete consistent microscopic theory of the nonlinear optics of metamaterials been evaluated. This lack of reference.
search is contrasted by the potential of metamaterials for giant nonlinear-optical response through local-field enhancements (1, 15) and novel mechanisms. This avenue could, for example, lead to ultracompact frequency-doubling devices. Ultimately, parametric nonlinear-optical processes (17) in metamaterials might possibly even be used as a gain mechanism, compensating the metamaterial absorption losses in, for example, “perfect lenses” (2, 18). Here, we make steps in direction (ii) and study the lowest-order nonlinear-optical process, that is, second-harmonic generation (SHG). We directly compare our experimental findings on arrays of gold split-ring resonators (SRRs) with the results of a simple theory based on the magnetic component of the Lorentz force on metal electrons in the SRRs—an intrinsic second-harmonic generation mechanism that plays no role in natural materials.

In fact, in usual nonlinear optics, the magnetic-field component of the electromagnetic light wave hardly plays any immediate role at all. Rather, electric dipoles are excited by the electric-field component of the light only. There are, however, some exotic cases of nonlinear optics governed by the magnetic component that we would like to recall before describing our own work. Generally, the magnetic field \( \mathbf{B} \) enters by means of the magnetic component of the Lorentz force, \( \mathbf{F} = q(\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}) \), where \( q \) and \( \mathbf{v} \) are the electron charge and velocity, respectively. Although the modulus of the \( q(\mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}) \) term becomes comparable in strength to the electric component of the Lorentz force \( q\mathbf{E} \) only for relativistic velocities \( \mathbf{v} \), it has measurable consequences for optical frequencies at much smaller velocities. For example, it can lead to the photon-drag effect (19), a drift velocity of free crystal electrons that is proportional to the intensity of light and directed along the wave vector of light. This effect is employed in commercially available infrared photon-drag p-type germanium photodetectors and can be interpreted as the dynamic Hall effect (20). On the same order of perturbation theory in the incident fields, one also gets an oscillatory electron motion at twice the exciting light frequency (21). The polarization of the resulting SHG is again directed along the incident wave vector of light. Such SHG has been observed for free vacuum electrons and is called nonlinear Thomson scattering (19, 21) or Larmor radiation. All these nonlinear contributions point in the direction of the incident wave vector of light \( \mathbf{K} \sim (\mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}) \sim (\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}) \); they are longitudinal components, which cannot propagate in the forward direction. In contrast, a significant component of the local magnetic field pointing along the direction of the incident wave vector of light, as in some of our SRR structures below, could clearly lead to a transverse component of SHG. A transverse component, in contrast to a longitudinal component, can efficiently be radiated into the far-field forward direction. For the symmetry of the structures to be discussed below, this transverse SHG would be polarized orthogonal to the electric-field component of the incident light, hence perpendicular to the incident linear polarization.

The metamaterials under investigation are planar arrays of SRRs. Each SRR can be viewed as a small LC-oscillator circuit. The open ends of a nonmagnetic gold wire form the capacitance \( C \); the wire itself is a fraction of one winding of a magnetic coil with inductance \( L \) (see insets in Fig. 1). The corresponding magnetic dipole moment is oriented perpendicular to the plane of the SRR. Details of design, fabrication and linear-optical characterization of the magnetic metamaterials used here have been described elsewhere (5, 6). Briefly, 100-μm by 100-μm two-dimensional arrays of gold split rings with variable lateral size \( l \) and thickness \( t = 25 \) nm, on a square lattice with variable lattice constant \( a \), are fabricated on glass substrates coated with a 5-nm thin film of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) with standard electron-beam lithography. The eigenfrequency of our LC circuit scales inversely with SRR size, provided the eigenfrequency is much smaller than the bulk metal plasma frequency. For normal incidence and horizontal polarization, the electric field of the light can couple to the capacitance (5, 6), inducing a circulating current in the coil, leading to an oscillatory magnetic dipole moment perpendicular to the SRR plane. This resonant circulating current leads to a resonant enhancement of the local magnetic fields. For vertical incident polarization, neither the electric nor the magnetic component of the light can couple to the LC resonance. For both linear polarizations one can, however, excite the SRR Mie resonance, which is located at frequencies higher than that of the LC resonance. When exciting the Mie resonance with horizontal incident polarization, the current in the SRR bottom arm is accompanied by currents in the two vertical SRR arms. The latter two oscillate 180 degrees out of phase; hence, one gets a nonzero magnetic-dipole moment (6). In contrast, for vertical incident polarization, the response of the Mie resonance is purely electric. Corresponding measured transmittance spectra of the samples investigated here are shown in Fig. 1. The various observed transmittance dips correspond to the resonances discussed above. These two samples as well as others are located on the same glass substrate and have been fabricated in one run.
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**Fig. 1.** Summary of measured linear-optical spectra (black solid curves), shown for two relevant magnetic metamaterial samples located on the same substrate. The polarization of the incident light is indicated by the red arrows in the electron micrographs of the corresponding structures. The wavelengths of the exciting light (red) and that of the SHG (blue) are indicated by dashed lines. (A) and (B) correspond to an array with small SRRs \( l = 220 \) nm, \( a = 305 \) nm, (C) and (D) to arrays with large SRRs \( l = 480 \) nm, \( a = 630 \) nm. The blue bars highlight the corresponding measured SHG signal strengths, normalized to 100% for the strongest SHG signal obtained from the fundamental magnetic (or LC) resonance. The detection noise is about 0.2%. The approximate polarization of the SHG emission is indicated by the blue arrows (see also Fig. 2B).
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**Fig. 2.** (A) Normalized SHG signal strength versus normalized incident laser power on a log-log scale (for the fundamental magnetic resonance in Fig. 1A). The straight line has a slope of two, as expected for SHG. (B) Measured polarization of the SHG emission represented as a polar diagram, oriented as the electron micrograph in Fig. 1A.
lized nearly vertically. For completeness, Fig. 1B shows the off-resonant case for the smaller SRRs for vertical incident polarization.

Although these results are compatible with the known selection rules of surface SHG from usual nonlinear optics (23), these selection rules do not explain the mechanism of SHG. Following our above argumentation on the magnetic component of the Lorentz force, we numerically calculate first the linear electric and magnetic field distributions (22); from these fields, we compute the electron velocities and the Lorentz-force field (fig. S1). In the spirit of a metamaterial, the transverse component of the Lorentz-force field can be spatially averaged over the volume of the unit cell of size \(a \times a \times t\). This procedure delivers the driving force for the transverse SHG polarization. As usual, the SHG intensity is proportional to the square modulus of the nonlinear electron displacement. Thus, the SHG strength is expected to be proportional to the square modulus of the driving force, and the SHG polarization is directed along the driving-force vector. Corresponding results are summarized in Fig. 3 in the same arrangement as Fig. 1 to allow for a direct comparison between experiment and theory. The agreement is generally good, both for linear optics and for SHG. In particular, we find a much larger SHG signal for excitation of those two resonances (Fig. 3, A and C), which are related to a finite magnetic-dipole moment (perpendicular to the SRR plane) as compared with the purely electric Mie resonance (Figs. 1D and 3D), despite the fact that its oscillator strength in the linear spectrum is comparable. The SHG polarization in the theory is strictly vertical for all resonances. Quantitative deviations between the SHG signal strengths of experiment and theory, respectively, are probably due to the simplified SRR shape assumed in our calculations and/or due to the simplicity of our modeling. A systematic microscopic theory of the nonlinear optical properties of metallic metamaterials would be highly desirable but is currently not available.
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Reducing the Dimensionality of Data with Neural Networks

G. E. Hinton* and R. R. Salakhutdinov

High-dimensional data can be converted to low-dimensional codes by training a multilayer neural network with a small central layer to reconstruct high-dimensional input vectors. Gradient descent can be used for fine-tuning the weights in such “autoencoder” networks, but this works well only if the initial weights are close to a good solution. We describe an effective way of initializing the weights that allows deep autoencoder networks to learn low-dimensional codes that work much better than principal components analysis as a tool to reduce the dimensionality of data.

Dimensionality reduction facilitates the classification, visualization, communication, and storage of high-dimensional data. A simple and widely used method is principal components analysis (PCA), which finds the directions of greatest variance in the data set and represents each data point by its coordinates along each of these directions. We describe a nonlinear generalization of PCA that uses an adaptive, multilayer “encoder” network
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Fig. 3. Theory, presented as the experiment (see Fig. 1). The SHG source is the magnetic component of the Lorentz force on metal electrons in the SRRs.